By Thomas Matthies 19 Jun. 2017

The 'Tour of Germany' has an incoherent history in realization and naming. In 1949 the postal administration of the Bizone in Germany decided to publish two commemorative stamps for the 3rd holding after the war under the title "Quer durch Deutschland". But there is only little information about the stamps and the design: Graphics by Staatsdruckerei Berlin, First Day of Issue on 15. Mai 1949 and technical details.

One day when researching on 'Quer durch Deutschland' I found an old issue of 'DER SPIEGEL' - the german newsmagazine - with a story about the tour of 1949 and it's winner, Harry Saager. I was surprised about the similarity between the stamp image and the title page showing Saager – just 'geSPIEGELt' (= mirrored).

Was the photographer inspired by the stamps?

As I'm looking for antiquarian books about cycling sport from time to time a few years later I have found an official program of this tour with the stamp motif on the cover. An advertisement – "Commemorating stamps promoting bicycle sport" was found inside.

Sad to say that I have not read the advertising carefully enough ('… show the splendid picture of a road cyclist already known from advertising …') and of course I thought the

---

1 IRA = Industrial consortium to promote cycling and bicycle racing  
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grünes_Band_der_IRA_1949

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deutschland_Tour#history

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bizone

4 Los, Matze! (DER SPIEGEL 31/1949) www.spiegel.de/spiegel/print/d-44437403.html
program editor was also inspired by the stamps – I did not notice my mistake until I have found the next one:
The program of 'Deutschlandfahrt 1938' – showing the same motif 11 years before the stamps were published.
The cover of the 1937’s program (see at the end) was a different so the design was first used in 1938 (and again in 1939).
In opposite to the 1949er this program has a detailed publishing info and there are 3 persons named for illustrations (same as in 1937):

And when we use our microscopic vision we can see the artist's signature:

М. Лудвіг … Max Ludwig is the artist that has designed the original motif for this stamp.
I suspect that was previously unknown. Sadly I couldn't find any information about this artist.
There was an artist Max Ludwig in this time but that is another person who died in 1940.
As one can see the signatures are similar but not identical. The same applies to the cover illustrations. So now we can play a 'finding differences game' to clear which is the real template for the stamp.¹
What can we conclude from this?
- The motif of the stamp based on a design by Max Ludwig for the program
- The original and printer's material seemed to be lost during the war
- Program's editor Otto Baer (1938 & 1949) has ordered the same design from Max Ludwig again (1949 or for 47/48 programs?)
- Staatsdruckerei has used it as template for the work of an employed (?) engraver

But that are only speculations!
Up to now I have no further programs found before or after 49 with the same design up to now but in 1950 there was a badge published with it. And during the researches I found some

... more remarkable stuff

Newsreel: Welt im Film 218/1949 from 01.08.1949
www.filmothek.bundesarchiv.de/video/583650?set_lang=en

"Helden der Landstrasse"
A documentary from 1950

Lost film footage found in the archive of former IRA member August Rabeneick GmbH
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gz_RnZDk9Ow

The program of "Quer durch die Ostzone" 9.-18.9.1949
(Soviet occupation zone)

Pay particular attention to the last rider of the peloton and leading rider's right brake lever